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This reading list, while not exhaustive, is extensive and should be approached as a “greatest hits” list of recommended readings for anyone who seeks to demonstrate mastery and competency across a variety of subfields in American politics. Throughout the document, items marked with an asterisks (*) are considered especially important or pivotal.
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American Political Development and Thought

Ackerman, Bruce. *We The People*, volumes 1-3.


Beard, Charles. 1913. *An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution of the United States*.


Paine, Thomas. 1776. *Common Sense*.


**Methods**


*Alexander, George and Andrew Bennett, Case Studies and Theory Development in the Social Sciences (2005). MIT press


### Presidency


Legislative Politics


*Koger, Gregory. 2010. Filibustering. Chicago UP.


The Courts


*Epstein, L., & Knight, J. (1997). The Choices Justices Make. SAGE.
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**Bureaucracy and Public Administration**


**Political Parties and Interest Groups**
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